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Background. Researchers often justify excluding some responses in studies eliciting valuations of health states as not
representing respondents’ true preferences. Here, we examine the effects of applying 8 common exclusion criteria on
societal utility estimates. Setting. An online survey of a US nationally representative sample (N = 1164) used the
standard gamble method to elicit preferences for health states defined by 7 health domains from the PatientReported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMISÒ). Methods. We estimate the impacts of applying
8 commonly used exclusion criteria on mean utility values for each domain, using beta regression, a form of analysis
suited to double-bounded scales, such as utility. Results. Exclusion criteria have varied effects on the utility functions
for the different PROMIS health domains. As a result, applying those criteria would have varied effects on the value
of treatments (and side effects) that change health status on those domains. Limitations. Although our method could
be applied to any health utility judgments, the present estimates reflect the features of the study that produced them.
Those features include the selected health domains, standard gamble method, and an online format that excluded
some groups (e.g., visually impaired and illiterate individuals). We also examined only a subset of all possible exclusion criteria, selected to represent the space of possibilities, as characterized in a companion article. Conclusions.
Exclusion criteria can affect estimates of the societal utility of health states. We use those effects, in conjunction with
the results of the companion article, to make suggestions for selecting exclusion criteria in future studies.
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Utility-based measures of health-related quality of life
provide quantitative estimates of preferences for health
states and are commonly used in cost-effectiveness and
cost-utility analyses, decision analyses, clinical trials, and
population health studies.1 Here, we address a problem
that the creators of such measures often face: applying
exclusion criteria to remove responses that appear not to
reflect true preferences, a process that Engel and colleagues2 have shown can often remove a substantial proportion of the collected data, sometimes more than half.
A companion article examines 10 common exclusion criteria in terms of how and why they agree and disagree
about which responses to treat as unacceptable.3 Here, we
consider the effects of applying 8 of these criteria on mean
societal valuations of health states. We propose a general
method, illustrated with utility data for 1 widely used set

of health-state measures, the Patient-Reported Outcomes
Measurement Information System (PROMISÒ).
PROMIS, an initiative of the National Institutes of
Health, offers psychometrically constructed scales for
eliciting self-reported health states on many domains.4
The PROMIS-Preference (PROPr) Scoring System5
creates societal utility scores for 7 PROMIS domains:
Cognitive Function–Abilities (cognition), Emotional
Distress–Depression (depression), Fatigue (fatigue),
Pain–Interference (pain), Physical Function (physical
function), Sleep Disturbance (sleep), and Ability to
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Participate in Social Roles and Activities (social roles).
PROPr also offers a multiattribute utility function6 for
estimating a single health utility score from these 7
domains. Following convention,7–9 those utilities reflect
the responses of representative samples of the general public to questions using the standard gamble (SG) method.
Two features of single-domain utility functions (utility
curves) determine their impact on health policy analyses:
their elevation (absolute value), showing how much intermediate health states are valued relative to the worst and
full health states, and their sensitivity (curvature), showing
how utility changes with changes in health status. Exclusion
criteria that increase elevation potentially reduce the value
of interventions designed to a improve a given health state
and the aversiveness of side effects that degrade it.10
Exclusion criteria that reduce the elevation could do the
opposite. Exclusion criteria that increase the curvature of a
health utility curve increase the value of treatment that
moves people to better health states and the aversiveness of
side effects that move people to poorer states. Exclusion criteria that result in flatter curves do the opposite.
We focus on single-domain utility functions because
they are the input data used to calculate multiattribute
utility scores. PROPr’s multiattribute scoring system for
its 7 domains applies some of the exclusion criteria studied
below: the removal of extreme responses and the responses
of those who completed its associated data collection survey in less than 15 minutes. Dewitt et al.5 analyzed the
effects of several exclusion criteria on the multiattribute
score. That sensitivity analysis complements the analysis
here, which reveals the effects of exclusion on mean utility
estimates without the extra structure required to produce
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the multiattribute score, in terms that are meaningful to
those who might use them (i.e., cost-effectiveness analysts).
That structure can obscure the effects of exclusion criteria
on the included preferences, by requiring, for example,
single-domain utility functions to go through 0 and 1 at
prescribed points. Focusing on the single-domain utility
functions allows us to see the variety of effects with different combinations of health domains and exclusion criteria.
The next section introduces the 8 exclusion criteria
and the PROPr survey. We then explain the modeling
approach, beta regression; apply it to the PROPr survey
responses; discuss implications; and, offer recommendations for evaluating exclusion criteria.

Methods
Data
Our analyses use data from the PROPr Scoring
System survey, described more fully in references 5 and
11–13, the companion article,3 and section A in the
Supplementary Appendix. Briefly, 1164 participants were
sampled to be representative demographically of the US
general population. They evaluated health states on 1 of
7 PROMIS health domains. The visual analog scale
(VAS) was completed first to familiarize them with the
domains and was followed by the SG, which was used to
estimate the PROPr health state utilities, given its normative properties.14 We focus on the SG responses here.
Participants were randomly selected to evaluate 1 of the 7
health domains. Depression and social roles were evaluated by 167 participants and the other domains by 166.
Participants also evaluated other health states, such as
dead and the all-worst state. They answered several other
tasks as well, described in the other sources.

Exclusion Criteria
Exclusion criteria seek to distinguish true preferences
from confused, inattentive, or strategic (deliberately
biased) ones. Criteria can be preference-based, reflecting
a respondent’s choices (e.g., unusually high values), or
process-based, reflecting how respondents produced them
(e.g., too quickly to be thoughtful).
Table 1 shows 10 criteria, selected to represent the
space of commonly invoked rationales, including both
preference-based and process-based ones; section B in
the Supplementary Appendix shows more examples. The
companion article3 applies multidimensional scaling
(MDS) to characterize these criteria in terms of how
similarly they select participants for exclusion. Two criteria, low-range and no-variance, are nested, in the sense
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Table 1 Core Exclusion Criteria
Exclusion Criteria (shorthand)

Requirements for Exclusion

Score on the Subjective Numeracy Scale of less than 2.5 (numeracy)
Self-assessed understanding equal to 1 or 2, on a scale of 1 = not at
all to 5 = very much (understanding)
15-minute time threshold (time)
Violated dominance on the SG (violates-SG)
Violated dominance on the VAS (violates-VAS)
Valued the all-worst state or dead as the same or better than full
health (dead-all-worst)
Used less than 10% of the utility scale (low-range)
Provided the same response to every SG (no-variance)
In the top 5% of responses for an SG (upper-tail)
In the bottom 5% of responses for an SG (lower-tail)

A participant scored less than 2.5 on the 3-item short
form of the Subjective Numeracy Scale.15
A participant rated themselves a ‘‘1’’ or a ‘‘2’’ on the
self-assessed understanding question, which occurred
after the preference elicitations.
A participant completed the PROPr survey in under 15
minutes.
A participant, using the standard gamble (SG), violated
dominance at least once.
A participant, using the visual analog scale (VAS),
violated dominance at least once.
A participant valued the all-worst state or dead as the
same or better than full health, using the SG.
A participant’s valuations, using the SG, represent less
than 10% of the range of the utility scale.
A participant valued every state the same, using the
SG.
A response falls in the upper 5% of responses for a
health state, using the SG.
A response falls in the bottom 5% of responses for a
health state, using the SG.

Core exclusion criteria, implemented with the PROMIS-Preference (PROPr) data. Unless otherwise indicated, valuations refer to the valuations
of the single-domain states. Unshaded rows indicate preference-based criteria; shaded rows indicate process-based criteria.

that they apply the same rule, one more stringently than
the other. Here, we use only low-range, which subsumes
no-variance. We exclude 1 criterion (violates-VAS) that
does not apply to the SG but that might be examined
with the present analytical framework in a comparison
of the 2 elicitation procedures.
Previous studies have considered varied health
domains and exclusion criteria and found mixed results.2
Most have focused on violations of dominance, with
some finding that applying criteria had little effect on
the multiattribute utility model16–18 and some finding
large effects.19,20 Similarly varied results have been
found when applying criteria to calculating the mean
value of specific health states.2,16,19 The results below
complement these studies by modeling the utility for
combinations of sets of health states and exclusion criteria, each selected to represent their universe—health
states in PROPr and exclusion criteria in the companion article.3

Beta Regression
A single-domain utility function assigns a value of 0 to
the worst possible outcome and 1 to the best. (See Table

A1 in the Supplementary Appendix for the scale values
corresponding to utilities of 0 and 1 for each domain.)
Double-bounded variables exhibit properties that
make them difficult to model using normal-theory regression, such as substantial skew and heteroskedasticity.
Several regression methods have been developed to
model bounded data. In health utility applications, the
Tobit model and censored least absolute deviations
(CLAD) model are common.21 Here, we use beta regression. Both Tobit and CLAD assume censored data,
where values outside the bounds are theoretically possible but not observed because of the measurement procedure (e.g., tests that bound knowledge or ability at 100%
scores). In contrast, the utility values of 0 and 1 are theoretical bounds, in the sense that more extreme values do
not exist, by definition. CLAD has the additional limitation of estimating medians, rather than the means typically used in health utility analyses.
Beta regression models variance and skew directly,22
assuming that, conditional on each regressor (predictor
or covariate), the dependent variable follows a beta distribution Betaðv, tÞ, defined over (0,1) by two shape
parameters, v.0 and t.0. That distribution can assume
many shapes. For example, when v = t = 1, it becomes
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the uniform distribution; when v = t.1, it is bell-shaped
(but truncated at 0 and 1). In general, v pulls the density
toward 1, and t pulls it toward 0, producing skewed distributions when the 2 are unequal.
The probability density function of a beta random
variable y ; Betaðv, t Þ is given by
f ðy, v, t Þ =

Gðv + tÞ v1
y ð1  yÞt1 ,
GðvÞGðt Þ

where GðÞ is the complete gamma function. The mean is
E ð yÞ =

v
v+t

and the variance is
Varð yÞ =

E ðY Þð1  E ðY ÞÞ
:
v+t+1

We follow Paolino,23 who provided an alternative parametrization that has now become standard.22,24,25 If
m = Eð yÞ and f = v + t, then v = mf and t = f  mf.
Therefore, VarðyÞ ¼ mð1mÞ
fþ1 , making the variance a function of both m and f. The parameter f is called the precision of the distribution (and f1 the dispersion), because
variance increases as f decreases. In models predicting
health state utilities, the health states and exclusion criteria are the regressors. We focus on modeling the (conditional) mean, which is typically used in health policy
analyses.5,8,26–28
In PROMIS, health states are expressed as values of
theta (a parameter in item response theory), which are
constructed from responses of the PROMIS reference
population, such that theta = 0 for the mean response,
and a 1-unit change in theta equals the standard deviation.
The PROMIS reference population is close enough to the
general US population29 to interpret these values as
probability-sample estimates for that population. Larger
theta values describe better functioning for 3 domains
(cognition, physical function, social roles) and more symptoms for 4 (depression, fatigue, pain, sleep disturbance).
As with generalized linear models (e.g., logistic regression), beta regression uses a link function30,31 to connect
the statistic being modeled with the regressors, so that
both are unbounded. For the mean (m), the most frem
Þ), producquently used link function is the logit (logð1m
ing model coefficients that reflect log-odd changes for m.
For f, the link function is frequently the natural logarithm (i.e., logðfÞ).
One limit to beta regression is that the dependent variable cannot equal 0 or 1, because the link function maps

the random variable to the entire real line and the logit is
undefined at those values. For data sets with 0 and 1 values, the convention is to squeeze the data,22 by applying
the transformation yðn1nÞ + 0:5, where y is a dependent
value (possibly 0 or 1) and n is the sample size. Doing so
transforms all data, unlike a transformation that affects
only the endpoints (e.g., adding .0 to any 0 and subtracting it from any 1). By applying this transformation
to all data,22 the squeeze transformation preserves the
ratios of distances between each pair of data points,
treating the data as interval scaled, as is assumed for utility.28,32,33 Sections C3-C5 in the Supplementary
Appendix report the sensitivity of the present results to
the choice of transformation.

Beta Regression Models for Health State
Utilities
A beta model is fully specified by 2 parameters: its mean
and its precision. If responses are conditionally beta distributed, then the mean and precision characterize the
entire response distribution. Under that assumption, our
beta regression models for an exclusion criterion are:

logit mcriterion, domain = b0 + b1 thetadomain + b2 criterion
+ b3 thetadomain : criterion
Equation 1 Beta regression model for the logit of the conditional mean ðmÞ, as a function of the health domain (theta)
and an exclusion criterion.

log fcriterion, domain = z0 + z1 thetadomain + z2 criterion
+ z3 thetadomain : criterion
Equation 2 Beta regression model for the log of the conditional precision ðfÞ, as a function of the health domain
(theta) and an exclusion criterion.
Here, m and f are the mean and precision parameters for
the beta distribution, respectively; theta is a continuous
variable representing health states; and criterion is a
dummy variable equal to 1 if a response is excluded and 0
otherwise. As mentioned, we focus on the effects of applying exclusion criteria to mean utilities (i.e., Equation 1).
We also focus on intermediate health states and do not use
the endpoints of the health domains to estimate the singledomain functions. The utility values of those endpoints
were fixed in the survey and not elicited from participants.
In the model for the mean (Equation 1), b0 (the intercept or constant) gives the mean log-odds utility for
included responses, when theta is 0 (the mean population
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health status on that domain); b1 gives the change in logodds utility for a 1-unit (1 standard deviation) change in
theta for included responses; b2 gives the difference in
the intercept for excluded responses; and b3 + b1 gives
the change in log-odds utility for a 1-unit change in theta
for excluded responses, so that b3 is the difference in
slope (on the log-odds scale) between the included and
excluded groups.
Any coefficient involving a theta term estimates the
slope of a best-fit line on the log-odds utility scale (and the
curvature of the corresponding line on the utility scale).
The greater the slope (curvature on the utility scale), the
more sensitive estimated utilities are to changes in theta.
The lower the intercept, the lower the utility of the health
state describing the population average (theta = 0) and
the lower the utility of all health states, given a fixed
curvature.
As these estimates are for log-odds utility, the estimate
for mean utility is
eh
mcriterion, domain =
1 + eh
Equation 3 Equation for the mean m on the utility scale.
where h = b0 + b1 thetadomain + b2 criterion + b3 thetadomain : criterion.
See Section C in the Supplementary Appendix for more
details on the beta regression models used here.
To estimate these coefficients, we use the betareg package in R.24 Equation 1 models the parameters as a linear
function of theta, from utilities elicited for 6 or 7 values
of theta for each domain. As one test of goodness-of-fit,
our sensitivity analyses include models that treat theta as
a factor (i.e., a categorical) variable. See Section C3–C5
in the Supplementary Appendix for these and additional
sensitivity analyses, including ones that use a more flexible mixture-model procedure, called zero-one inflated
beta regression, which treats responses of 0 and 1 separately, removing the need to squeeze the data.
By analyzing Equation 1 for all domain-criterion
pairs, we make judgments for how mean preferences differ between groups excluded by each criterion, analyzing
the magnitude and direction of the effects across
domains. As each domain was evaluated by a different
sample, the 7 domains can be seen as 7 implementations
of the criteria with different samples undertaking the
same survey, with only the domain differing between
them. We then combine those results with those in the
companion piece, in which we analyze exclusion criteria
as binary classifiers, to provide recommendations for
readers planning on applying exclusion criteria or

Figure 1 Modeling mean sleep disturbance utilities as a
function of the health states. The solid curve is the line of best
fit for the model treating health states as a continuous variable
(i.e., theta in item response theory). The diamonds are the
result of treating the health states as factors (i.e., a categorical
variable)

interested in using our approach to evaluate their own
criteria or improve survey design.

Results
For expository purposes, we first model utility as a function of theta for all responses (i.e., with no exclusions)
for 1 domain, sleep disturbance (Table 2; Figure 1). We
then repeat the analyses applying 2 exclusion criteria, one
process-related, numeracy (Table 2; Figure 2), and one
preference-related, violates-SG (Table 2; Figure 3).
The first column of Table 2 shows regression coefficients for the mean model for all responses to sleep disturbance states (i.e., Equation 1 without the criterion
variable). The entries are on the logit (log-odds) scale, so
ex
an entry of value x equals logit1 ð xÞ = 1 +
ex on the utility scale. We explain each value in turn.
The value of the constant in the regression table is the
log-odds utility (0.969) of the health state described by
theta = 0 (the population average), which is sleep of
moderate quality. That equals a utility of 0.725 (on the
0-1 utility scale). The coefficient on theta shows how logodds utility decreases as sleep disturbance worsens (and
theta increases). For example, moving from theta = 0 to
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Figure 2 Modeling sleep utilities as a function of health states
and the numeracy criterion, treating health states as
continuous (lines) and as factors (dots).

Figure 3 Modeling sleep utilities as a function of health states
and the violates-SG criterion, treating health states as
continuous (lines) and as factors (dots).

theta = 1 reduces utility from 0.725 to 0.618 [=
logit1 ð0:969  0:487Þ = logit1 ð0:482Þ.] As the units are
in log-odds, the change in utility caused by a 1-unit
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change in theta depends on where it occurs on the theta
scale. Figure 1 shows the conditional mean curve estimated from the model. It also shows the associated factor model (the diamonds), treating the health states as
categorical rather than continuous variables.
The numeracy exclusion criterion discards all responses
of any participant who scores below 2.5, after averaging
the 3 questions (scored 1-6) on the short form of the
Subjective Numeracy Scale (second column of Table
2).15,34 Figure 2 shows the effects of applying this criterion in 2 ways. The first applies beta regression separately
to the included and excluded responses, seen in the dotted
and solid black lines, respectively. The second is the factor model, which presents conditional means of included
and excluded responses for each theta value separately,
seen in the open and solid black dots, respectively.
The regression models find that participants excluded
by numeracy have higher utility for sleep, for all values
of theta, compared with participants who have a high
score on the numeracy test. That is, those who are
excluded reported utility values for intermediate sleep
states closer to the utility of the best sleep state. The same
result holds for the factor model, except for one value of
theta. Given the greater stability of the regression models, which incorporate all data, we focus on them but discuss the factor model in sensitivity analyses (see sections
C3 and C4 in the Supplementary Appendix). The dashed
blue curve is the regression for the full sample, as in
Figure 2. The error in estimating the curves depends on
the number of responses in each group and their variability (see Table 3 as well as Section C1 and C2 in the
Supplementary Appendix).
The constant corresponds to the utility of a theta score
of 0 for participants not excluded by the numeracy criterion (dummy = 0). The log-odds value of 0.948 (the constant in Table 2) equals 0.721 on the 0-1 utility scale. The
log-odds value of 0:484 for the theta coefficient says
that 1 standard deviation of worse sleep disturbance—for
example, from theta = 0 to theta = 1—reduces the estimated mean utility from 0.721 [=logit1 ð0:948Þ = 0:721]
to 0.614 [=logit1 ð0:948  0:484 3 1Þ = logit1 ð0:948
0:484Þ = logit1 ð0:464Þ.
The numeracy coefficient indicates the extent to which
the excluded group (solid line in Figure 2) assigned higher
values to sleep quality and the extent to which excluding
them reduces the societal utility of sleep quality.
The coefficient for the theta:numeracy interaction
term equals the difference in the change in predicted
mean utility as theta changes for the groups included and
excluded by numeracy. As seen in Figure 2, the sensitivity
of the excluded group (solid line) is only slightly more
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The patterns revealed in the sensitivity analysis were
generally similar to those in the main analysis (see sections C3-C5 in the Supplementary Appendix).

Discussion
We begin by discussing the implications of these results
for the worked example of sleep disturbance and then
summarize other results, in the form of patterns found
across health domains and potential recommendations
for selecting exclusion criteria.

Sleep Disturbance Example

Figure 4 The estimated conditional mean utility curve for
sleep, after applying the indicated exclusion criterion (or none).
Note the y-axis begins at 0.2, to magnify the utility curves.

pronounced than that of the nonexcluded group (dotted
line). The closeness of the models for the full sample
(dashed blue) and its nonexcluded subgroup (dotted line)
reflects the relatively small number excluded by numeracy
(Table 3) and the small interaction term.
The violates-SG exclusion criterion discards all
responses of participants who assign a higher utility to
any health state than to one describing a higher level of
functioning or lower level of symptom burden. Figure 3
and the third column of Table 2 show the results of
applying violates-SG to judgments for the sleep disturbance domain. Unlike numeracy, for which the small
theta-criterion interaction term and the small number of
excluded participants mean relatively parallel utility
curves, here, both the interaction term and the number of
excluded participants are much larger, producing different utility functions. Figure 3 shows that excluded participants assigned lower values to high sleep quality, similar
values to moderate sleep quality, and higher values to
poor sleep quality. Figure 4 shows the full sample curve
and reduced sample (included) curves, applying each criterion to the sleep domain responses.
Figure 5 compares the full sample and reduced sample
curves for all domains, applying each exclusion criterion
(details in the Supplementary Appendix, Figures C1-C8).
Tables C1-C7 in the Supplementary Appendix summarize the regression coefficients for all domain and criteria
combinations.

As seen in Table 2 and Figure 2, applying numeracy lowers the utility curve for sleep disturbance. That could give
sleep-related treatments higher priority because each level
of sleep is less satisfactory and leaves more room for
improvement. If a policy decision is sensitive to the difference, then investigators would need to decide why the
excluded responses were different. If less numerate participants were simply less able to perform the SG task,
then excluding them might be justified, by arguing that
their preferences are better represented by the responses
of society’s more numerate members. However, if the
excluded participants genuinely assign higher utility to all
health states, then excluding them misrepresents societal
utilities and inappropriately increases the value of treatments that improve sleep quality. The analysis of exclusion patterns in the companion paper suggests that the
former is the case. The similarity of the slopes of the
curves for the full and reduced samples means, however,
that exercising the criterion would not affect decisions
that depend on treatment effectiveness (or side effects),
captured in the change in utility across health states. The
small number of excluded participants (5.4%) mitigates
the effect of wrongfully excluding (or including) those
participants.
Similarly, applying the violates-SG exclusion criterion
increases the value of treatments for very poor sleep,
because that part of the curve is lower for nonexcluded
responses. On the other hand, it decreases the value of
treatments that make good sleep even better, because that
part of the curve is higher. The steeper slope of the utility
curve after applying violates-SG makes a unit of improved
sleep more valuable, no matter where it occurs. The companion article suggests that participants excluded by violates-SG struggled with the task but were earnestly
engaged. Because 64.5% of responses violated this criterion (Table 3), applying it implies a tradeoff between
potentially not representing the sample and potentially
not representing the preferences of those in it.
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Figure 5 The estimated conditional mean utility for each domain, after applying each exclusion criterion (or none). Note the yaxis starts at 0.2, to magnify the utility curves.
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Table 2 Modeling Mean Utilities for the PROMIS Sleep Disturbance Domain
Dependent Variable
Log-Odds Utility
(1)
Constant (intercept)
theta
numeracy
theta:numeracy
violates-SG
theta:violates-SG
Observations
R2
Log likelihood

(2)

0.969*** (0.050)
–0.487*** (0.056)

(3)

0.948*** (0.051)
–0.484*** (0.057)
0.448* (0.241)
–0.073 (0.260)

996
0.076
1561.564

1.419*** (0.093)
–0.837*** (0.096)
–0.618*** (0.111)
0.486*** (0.118)
996
0.111
1581.657

996
0.081
1563.459

The first column shows the model with no exclusion criterion (utility as a function of theta only). The second column shows the model with the
numeracy criterion. The third column shows the model with the violates-SG criterion.
*P \ 00.1; ***P \ 0.01.

Table 3 Proportion of Participants Flagged for Exclusion by Each Criterion, by Domain
Exclusion Criterion
(% Excluded in Total)

Cognition
(n = 166)

Depression
(n = 167)

Fatigue
(n = 166)

Pain
(n = 166)

Physical Function
(n = 166)

Sleep
(n = 166)

Social
(n = 167)

numeracy (7:8%)
understanding (14:3%)
time (15:6%)
violates-SG (71:6%)
violates-VAS (84:7%)
dead-all-worst (28:0%)
low-range (12:2%)
no-variance (11:8%)
upper-tail (78:5%)
lower-tail (44:1%)

8:4%
17:5%
12:0%
72:3%
85:5%
28:9%
12:7%
12:0%
78:9%
42:2%

9:0%
10:8%
17:4%
74:9%
80:8%
25:7%
7:2%
6:6%
77:8%
44:9%

9:0%
14:5%
16:9%
72:3%
88:6%
26:5%
15:1%
14:5%
80:1%
45:8%

12:7%
14:5%
16:3%
71:1%
80:1%
30:7%
15:7%
15:1%
74:1%
42:8%

4:2%
15:1%
17:5%
77:7%
89:8%
24:7%
9:6%
9:0%
77:1%
52:4%

5:4%
12:0%
13:9%
64:5%
85:5%
28:9%
13:3%
13:3%
83:7%
38:0%

6:0%
15:0%
15:0%
68:3%
82:6%
30:5%
12:0%
12:0%
77:8%
42:5%

The proportion of participants in the PROMIS-Preference (PROPr) data flagged by each criterion from Table 1, per domain. Each column label
is 1 of the 7 PROPr domains, with the number of participants assigned to value that domain in parentheses, with the sum = 1164. Each row is
one of the core criteria (Table 1), with the percentage of all participants excluded by each criterion in parentheses. Unshaded rows indicate
preference-based criteria; shaded rows indicate process-based criteria.

Recommendations
Exclusion criteria assume that excluded individuals are
better represented by the preferences of the participants
who remain than by the ones that they themselves
reported. In this and the companion paper, we have analyzed commonly used criteria, in terms of whom they
exclude and how they affect utility estimates. Here, we
summarize our recommendations for using each exclusion criterion, by examining all criterion-by-domain pairs
in Figures C1–C8 of the Supplementary Appendix.
The need to consider exclusion criteria at all means
that more inclusive elicitation procedures are needed.
Our recommendations appear in Table 4.
We begin with the 3 process-related criteria.

Process-related exclusion criteria
Numeracy. Applying numeracy produces a lower utility curve for all domains except depression. As mentioned, the companion article concluded that less
numerate participants’ difficulty with the task produces
artifactually high estimates. We recommend excluding
responses of less numerate participants. Given their small
number in the demographically diverse PROPr sample
(7.8%), however, the choice might make little practical
difference, as in the sleep example (Figure 2).
Time. This criterion excludes participants who spent
less than 15 minutes taking the survey, deemed the minimum for thoughtful responses, based on pretests. Across
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Table 4 Summary of Recommendations for Exclusion Criteria
Exclusion Criteria (Shorthand)
Score on the Subjective Numeracy Scale of
less than 2.5 (numeracy)
Self-assessed understanding equal to 1 or 2,
on a scale of 1 = not at all to 5 = very
much (understanding)
15-minute time threshold (time)
Violated dominance on the SG (violatesSG)
Valued the all-worst state or dead as the
same or better than full health (dead-allworst)
Used less than 10% of the utility scale
(low-range)
In the top 5% of responses for an SG
(upper-tail)
In the bottom 5% of responses for an SG
(lower-tail)

Recommendations
We endorse this criterion. However, a researcher must consider any problems
with representing the preferences of less numerate individuals with their more
numerate counterparts.
We do not endorse this criterion, as it appears likely that it captures
conscientious participants.
We endorse this criterion, as its rationale (inattention) is supported by its
empirical effects.
We do not endorse this criterion. Our results suggest it captures many who are
engaged with the task.
We endorse this criterion. It represents the most egregious violation of
dominance, and our analysis suggests a response process for it that is different
from violates-SG and more likely to produce responses that are not
preferences.
We recommend this criterion and more stringent versions of it (e.g., novariance). Our results support the claim that it captures inattentive responses.
We do not endorse the criterion—usually combined with lower-tail—because of
the mismatch between the basis for it and our empirical results.
We do not endorse the criterion—usually combined with upper-tail—because of
the mismatch between the basis for it and our empirical results.

SG = standard gamble. We summarize our recommendations for each criterion, based on our results from this article and its companion.3 Note
that any criterion includes the risk of wrongful exclusion. The magnitude of that risk is partly a function of the number of participants affected
by the criterion. The extent to which that varies across studies is an empirical question.

the 7 health domains, the utility curves for those
excluded by this criterion were not consistently higher or
lower than those for the remaining participants.
However, they were consistently flatter. Although that
response pattern could reflect insensitivity to health
states, the analyses in the companion article suggest that
these participants were inattentive. We recommend
excluding them. Including them would produce inappropriately flat utility curves, diminishing the value of treatments that improve health states—and underestimating
the importance of side effects that degrade health states.
They represent 15.6% of the PROPr sample.
Understanding. This criterion excludes participants
who reported not understanding the task. Applying it
would have little effect on the elevation of the utility
curves, other than lowering the utility curve for fatigue
while slightly increasing the slope for all domains. The
similarity in the curves suggests that those who reported
not understanding the task may have set a higher standard for themselves, rather than actually experiencing
more difficulty. As a result, we recommend including
them, even if the individuals involved are uncertain that
they should be included. They represent 14.3% of the
PROPr sample.

Preference-related criteria
Dead-all worst. This criterion excludes participants
whose utility for the dead or all-worst state was not
lower than the utility for the best health state. These participants had systematically higher and flatter curves
than the others. The companion article (Box 1) suggests
how the mechanics of the SG interface might have inadvertently led to unduly high responses. We recommend
excluding these participants. They represent 28.0% of
the PROPr sample.
Violates-SG. This criterion excludes participants who
rated at least 1 health state more highly than another
strictly better health state. For all 7 domains, the utilities
of these participants were lower than those of other participants, for most theta values. Their responses showed
less curvature on all domains except fatigue and pain.
However, the mean utility curves of these participants do
not violate dominance, in the sense of decreasing, rather
than increasing, as health states improve. The lack of an
overall effect suggests that the individual violations reflect
the noisiness of a challenging task, consistent with a previous finding that violations are more likely with more
similar health states.2,35 That interpretation provides one
explanation for our violates-SG and dead-all-worst results
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in both articles: the former could be capturing many
engaged participants who are trying to distinguish similar health states, whereas the latter violation involves
such distant health states that it is unlikely an engaged
participant would produce it. Given the large number of
participants with at least 1 such violation (71.6% of the
PROPr sample), we recommend not applying this exclusion criterion.
Upper-tail and lower-tail. These criteria exclude the
highest and lowest 5% of responses, for each health
state. As they are the only criteria we considered that
exclude individual responses and not entire individuals,
we examined differences between those who are eligible
for exclusion by these criteria and those who are not.
Most studies that apply these criteria combine them, in a
procedure known as 10% trimming. However, the companion article found that they identify different response
processes. By definition, upper-tail excludes participants
with the highest utility values at a given state, whereas
lower-tail excludes participants with the lowest—but they
say nothing about their utilities for the states at which
they are not among the extremes. For cognition, depression, pain, physical function, and sleep disturbance,
those excluded by upper-tail have less sensitive utility
curves (and equally sensitive ones for the other 3
domains). For cognition, depression, fatigue, pain, sleep,
and social roles, lower-tail excludes participants whose
curves are less sensitive to changes in health states (and
equally sensitive for physical function). One difference
not captured by the regressions is that a much higher
percentage of responses fall in the upper tail than in the
lower tail, 78.5% versus 44.1%. Both percentages are
much higher than 5% because of ties. Because they disqualify so many responses, standard practice is to sample
at random enough eligible responses to reach 5% of the
total sample. The large number captured by each criterion supports the need for improved elicitation methods;
see also Box 1 in the companion article3. We recommend
not applying them, because of the mismatch between
their combined rationale and our empirical results (i.e.,
that they do not act symmetricly).
Low-range. This criterion excludes participants who
used less than 10% of the utility scale. Their utility curve
is necessarily less sensitive to health states. As a result,
removing them increases the sensitivity of the utility
curve. Highly similar responses could mean either insensitivity to the health states or inattention. As noted in
the companion article, most of these responses were 1s,
suggesting that participants rushed through the survey

and hence were inattentive. As a result, we recommend
using this exclusion criterion. It applies to 12.2% of the
PROPr sample.

Conclusion
Exclusion criteria for health state preference surveys seek
to identify responses that are not valid representations of
participants’ preferences. In this article and the companion one, we offer an approach to assessing the properties of exclusion criteria and their impacts on utility
estimates. We demonstrate the approach with responses
from a nationally representative US sample, evaluating
health states on 7 domains from the PROMIS inventory,
producing the PROPr scoring system.
The approach has 2 components. The first, in the companion article,3 uses MDS to characterize the agreement
among criteria regarding whom to include and exclude.
Applied to the PROPr data, it found differences between
the usual rationales of criteria and their empirical effects,
such as when 2 criteria that are typically combined have
quite different exclusion patterns (‘‘trimming’’ the highest
and lowest 5% of responses).
The second component of our approach, described
here, estimates the impact of applying exclusion criteria
on health state utilities. It uses beta regression, a procedure suited to modeling double-bounded variables, such
as health utility. Applied to the PROPr data, the beta
regression analyses found that some criteria had little
impact, because relatively few responses were involved
or preferences were similar for the included and excluded
groups. It also found that some criteria affected the elevation of health utility functions (hence, the acceptability
of those health states) or their sensitivity to changes in
health state (hence, the importance of changes).
Applying these 2 methods clarifies who is excluded by
an exclusion criterion and how it affects the resulting
societal health utility estimates. That clarification should
help researchers make informed tradeoffs between data
quality and sample representativeness. It should also help
them to inform policy analysts and policy makers how
data analytic choices affect health utility estimates and
decisions using them.
In addition to contributing new methodologies, the
MDS and beta regression results extend previous ones.
In their systematic review, Engel et al.2 found only 1
study that analyzed the effects on utility models of exclusion criteria other than violations of dominance.19
Nevertheless, our specific results are limited to the
exclusion measures studied, the sample (nationally representative of the US), the 7 health state domains, the
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measure (PROMIS), the elicitation procedure (SG, preceded by VAS), administration method (online), and
implementation (see sample screenshots, Figures A2 and
A3 in the Supplementary Appendix). The effect of
changing any of these features is an empirical question.
The SG is attractive because it is rigorously grounded in
utility theory.36 Given some participants’ apparent difficulty
with the SG, we encourage additional research designed to
improve the method, especially for online implementation,
with its potential for efficient elicitation from large, representative samples. The need for exclusion criteria is primarily attributable to 2 related sources: inattentive participants
and difficult survey items. We can reduce exclusions by
improving the accessibility of our stimuli, which could
include more warm-up exercises that train participants to
use the stimuli to communicate their preferences. Our methodology offers a systematic way to evaluate alternative
designs, whether those be new implementations of widely
used methods or wholly new preference elicitation mechanisms. The better people can understand their tasks and
translate their preferences into those terms, the less need
there will be to worry about exclusion criteria.
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